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This project is the creation of a reading curriculum that has been developed for
teaching reading effectively to low level readers. This curriculum provides
explicit supplemental literacy instruction to accelerate students functioning below
grade level. The curriculum was designed to supplement an already existing
reading program. The main focus or theme, low-level readers becoming
proficient at their appropriate level. To achieve success it is subdivided into the
sections independent reading, read aloud, shared read, literature circles, guided
reading instruction and family involvement.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
This English curriculum requires teachers to give students explicit instruction
in reading strategies that will teach them to be more skillful strategic readers.
Students become better readers when they know why they are reading. The key is
to teach low level readers to recognize when they are reading to be informed,
reading for literary experience, or reading to perform a task, and help them to
name, select, and apply strategies appropriate for each intent.

Purpose of the Project
The reasons that some children struggle with learning to read are as varied as
the children. No single approach or program will meet the needs of all who have
difficulty and are struggling. The International Reading Association states,
"children at risk of falling behind their peers should be taught by professionals
specifically prepared to deliver instruction that meets their individual needs".
Reading is a process that includes three phases: before-reading, during-reading,
and after-reading. In the before-reading phase, the reader establishes in their mind
a purpose and a plan for reading. Next the reader begins to read the written text the during-reading phase. Throughout the reading process, but specifically in the
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during-reading phase, vocabulary strategies can be useful to improve
comprehension. While students read, they will recognize the connection between
vocabulary knowledge and reading ability. They will think about their purpose
for reading and about their prior knowledge. This may occur during short pauses
they take. The after-reading phase of the process occurs when the reader finishes
reading the written text. The reader takes time to think about what they knew
before the reading and what they learned or what connections they made during
the reading. Then they link this information together to build new knowledge.
Adapted from Schlick Noe, K.L. and Johnson, N.J. (1999), Getting started with
literature circles, Norwood, MA: Christopher-Gordon Publishers; and from the
Literature Circles Resource Center at http://facstaff.seattleu.edu/kschlnoe/LitCircles/.
Significance of the Project
What is reading? Reading is defined differently at different ages. Parents take
pictures of infants who are holding books looking at pictures and call that
"reading''. For preschoolers, reading may indicate that children can recognize
signs and logos or are able to recite the alphabet. Many young children memorize
the text of books after repeated readings by parents, and it is counted as reading
for that age. All of these are delightful in young children and announce their
interest in, and excitement about, reading. Academic reading is not easy. Part of
learning to use reading strategies is to try out new and different ways ofreading.
Even professors read, think, write, reread, and puzzle over ideas. No one gets it
the first time. Successful students learn how to read effectively and remember
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what they read. Students need to learn ways to leap into reading, keep going,
finish up, summarize, and connect the new information to the knowledge they
have acquired.
Limitations of the Project
This curriculum is primarily designed for lower level readers, specifically
students reading two to three years below the state standard as prescribed by the
EALR's (Essential Academic Leaming Requirements) and GLE's (Grade Level
Expectations).
Definition of Terms
Anecdotal records: brief notes recording observation of actual verbal and/or

nonverbal behaviors. These may be notes of social, emotional, and/or intellectual
behaviors as the child interacts with the learning environment.
Bloom's Taxonomy: six levels within the cognitive domain identified by

Benjamin Bloom: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation.
Book talk: talking about books to spark student interest and introducing them to

new texts.
Challenge books: where many words cannot be read and/or many ideas cannot be

understood.
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Comprehension: primary goal ofreading, making sense of the text; meaning

constructed through dynamic interaction between reader and the text.
Comprehension strategies: strategies proficient readers use to construct meaning

when they read; making connections, determining importance, asking questions,
visualizing, inferring, synthesizing.
Connections: activation of prior knowledge (schema) before, during, and after

reading using text-to-self, text-to-text, and text-to-world associations.
Easy books: a book in which the student can read every word and understand

every idea.
Flexible grouping: students are grouped in mixed configurations that frequently

change depending on the goal of the learning task.
Fluency: the clear, easy, and quick written or spoken expression of ideas,

freedom from word identification problems that might hinder comprehension or
expression.
Fluent: processing using appropriate cueing systems with automaticity.
Genre: works, such as fiction, nonfiction, plays, mysteries, biographies, folklore,

myths, fables, poetry, etc.
High frequency words: read or written automatically.
Intervention: a means of providing explicit supplemental literacy instruction to

accelerate students functioning below grade level
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Just-right-books: most of the words can be read and ideas understood.
Mini-lesson: a brief, clear demonstration of a strategy, principle, pattern, or rule
that students need to learn.

Modeling: an activity in which the teacher serves as an example of a behavior or
performance by actually working and talking through the process or procedure as
the children listen and observe.

Predictable text: text that enables students to predict quickly and easily what the
author is going to say on the basis of their knowledge of the world and language.

Reading conference: discussion between student and teacher specifically related
to student performance.
\

Reading response journal: student written response directly resulting from
reading; usually based upon self-selected literature.

Retelling: the process of a story in a student's own words as a check for
comprehension.

Rubric: a scoring guide consisting of descriptions of quality, or degrees of
achievement by which a performance is judged.

Schema: prior knowledge and experiences students bring to a learning situation.
Story elements: elements within a story: plot, characters, setting, problem, and
solution
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Strategic learning: cognitive action taken by the reader to help with reading
accurately with understanding.

Strategies, teaching/instructional: specifically devised, adopted and monitored
plans to improve performance in learning.

CHAPTER TWO
What Reading Means to Educators, the domain oflanguage proficiency that
encompasses how students process, interpret, and evaluate written language,
symbols, and text with understanding and fluency.
Overview
"Designing a quality literacy program begins with a commitment to serve all
students. It is our responsibility to educate every child in each classroom and
enable each child to achieve his or her full potential. We do our best to develop
lesson plans that serve students with wide ranges of ability. For many reasons,
some students require extra help in reading" (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001).

"We

know now that the way human beings learn has nothing to do with being quiet. It
has to do with our experiences, to join with others, to become part of a
community. It has to do with developing our expressive abilities and participating
in everything that interests us; with being able to benefit from insight and
experience of others as we work at making the world take on meaning for
ourselves; with living and learning in a place outfitted with opportunities to learn,
a place where we can fumble and make mistakes without being scorned or
laughed at. And it has to do with being responsible for our own learning. In
short, it has to MEAN something to us. It won't unless we make it mean
something" (Peterson, Ralph. Life in a crowded Place: Making a Learning
Community).

7
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The National Institutes of Health (NIH), states the reading failure in the United
States is epidemic. They further state that 20 percent of children have trouble
learning to read. Their 1994 National Survey of reading ability, of fourth graders,
they found 44 percent of them reading below the basic level. Of these children
with learning disabilities, at least 80 percent have reading problems. Teaching
children to read involves more than helping them to understand the meaning if
words alone and in combination also a part of the process. In its 2000 report on
the essential components of reading instruction, the U.S. National Reading Panel
(NRP) stressed the importance of teaching vocabulary and text comprehension

strategies in enabling readers to extract meaning from text. After a thorough
review of research on these areas, the panel concluded:
1. No single method of vocabulary instruction is most effective; instead, using a
variety of methods leads to an increase in vocabulary learning.
2. There is a high correlation between vocabulary instruction and reading
comprehension.
3. Readers who are instructed in a variety of cognitive strategies make
significant gains in reading comprehension.
4. Some comprehension strategies are more effective than others. Teachers who
are trained in these strategies can help their students achieve increased levels
of comprehension
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The Need for an Effective Literacy Program
In keeping with its efforts to improve literacy instruction for all, the International
Reading Association stated, "an effective reading program should include the
following components":
1. Recognize that students learn to read in a certain order: first they must

understand that words are made up of different sounds, then associate sounds
with written words, and finally they can decode words and read groups of
words.
2. Students who have trouble learning to read need to be specifically taught the
relationships ofletters, words and sounds. (Awareness ofletter/sound
relationships is the main tool good readers use to decode unfamiliar words.)
3. Each child needs a different amount of practice to be a fluent reader.
4. Phonics instruction should be based on individual student needs and taught as
part of a comprehensive, literature-based reading program.
5. Abundant opportunities for children to read at their own reading level help
them to learn to read for meaning and enjoy reading.
6. Highly trained teachers can help children develop good, overall literacy skills:
good vocabularies, knowledge of correct syntax and spelling, reasoning skills
and questioning skills
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To learn to read well, children need the blocks of knowing the sounds ofletters
and the blocks of knowing the meaning of words (vocabulary), word parts
(grammatical markers) and groups of words (overall meaning or semantics).
To build these fundamental' s of reading, children need effective reading
instruction. The best ways for parents to learn about the kinds of reading
instruction at their child's school is to talk with teachers, listen to them talk about
what they do during the day, and examine homework assignments. Knowing the
difference between phonics and whole language, the two main approaches to
teaching reading, can help parents determine what methods their child's school is
using to teach reading. Active reading is valuable as an avenue to reading
achievement. This view is substantiated by evidence from daily studies of
children and other indicators of array of print exposure, such as title and author
recognition (Stoanovich & West, 1989), which suggest that wider reading is
associated with higher-reading vocabulary and comprehension. Effective
classroom instruction in the early grades by well-prepared teachers is a powerful
method for preventing reading and learning problems. Most effective instruction
for early reading involves a combination of explicit instruction in word
recognition skills and reading comprehension strategies with opportunities to
apply and practice these skills in literature (Adams Jager Marilyn, 2000). Reading
gives children the power to learn, and invites them to explore a world of
information that is real and useful. Reading also opens the door for students to
explore a world of stories, both real and fictitious.
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Many children get by reading poorly in the early grades. It is fourth grade that
has been identified as a pivotal year for most readers (Adams, Marilyn, 2000).
In fourth grade more emphasis is placed on informational reading, and teachers
provide much less reading skill instruction (Adams, 2000). Students are expected
to go through a transformation from learning to read to reading to learn. Several
states are now mandating children demonstrate their ability to read at the end of
third grade so they are prepared for this shift on emphasis. Washington State
mandates the Washington Assessment Student Learning (WASL) in the spring of
fourth grade, calling for students to demonstrate their abilities in Reading, Writing
and Math. "Skillful reading is not one skill. It is a complex system of skills and
knowledge's. Within this system, the knowledge and activities involved in
visually recognizing individual printed words are useless alone. They are
valuable and, in a strong sense, possible only as they are guided and received by
complementary knowledge and activities oflanguage comprehension. Unless the
process involved in individual word recognition operates properly, nothing else in
the system can either''( Adams, Marilyn 2000). How a school is run and how
teachers interact with students makes a difference in the extent to which the
school experience is positive for children (Linney and Seidman, 1989; Rutter,
1983). Characteristics associated with effective schools include strong leadership,
teacher participation in decision making, an orderly but not oppressive
atmosphere, high expectations, and monitoring of student performance (Linney
and Seidman, 1989; Rutter, 1983; Stevenson and Lee, 1990). There is also
evidence that cooperative learning experiences, in which
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students work together in groups rather than competing as individuals, improve
academic performance and social relationships, such as race relations (Linney and
Seidman 1989). Most children who become involved in activities related to books
read more than those who do not. Reading provides practice that makes a reader
more proficient. Becoming a better reader leads to more pleasure and a
willingness to practice more frequently. Extension activities allow children the
time to savor and absorb books. It is important to ponder a book for a while
before beginning another; students need a chance to linger in the spell cast by a
good book. This means using creative learning activities. Response and
reflection are important ingredients of a child's complete learning experience. In
a classroom where there are many books and time to read and respond to them,
children may react in many ways without specific prompting by the teacher. In a
naturalistic study across the elementary grades, Hickman ,(1981, p. 346)
described seven different types that occurred in the classroom she observed. They
are summarized as follows:
1. Listening behaviors (laughter, applause, etc.)

2. Contact with books (browsing, intent attention, etc.)
3. Acting on the impulse to share, reading together
4. Oral responses (storytelling, discussion)
5. Actions and drama (dramatic play)
6. Making things (pictures, games, and display
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7. Writing (using literary models, summarizing, and writing about literature)
Hickman (1981) makes the point that response doesn't have to be an activity. It
can range from individual thoughtfulness to simple sharing with another reader, to
formal activity such as group depiction of an important scene from a book. While
some book encounters lead naturally into concrete projects, we should avoid
overdoing a good thing, for in our zeal we may be engendering boredom instead
of interest. Children can be encouraged to respond to literature in many ways,
they discover the intrinsic pleasure in extended activities when there are many to
choose from. "Allowing children time to be with books in the classroom, rather
than assigned to a certain number of books to be read on their own time, teaches
them to value books. When time is set aside for reading and responding to
literature, students know that this is viewed as important by their teachers. So,
too, does reading to and which a class help to convince students of the value and
the pleasure ofreading (Galda, 1988, p 100).
Inde.pendent Reading
The basic structure for independent reading, which will adapt to fit the needs
and challenges, (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001) include:
1. Book talk (optional).
2. Mini-lesson.
3. Status of class (optional).
4. Individual reading, conferring, and written response
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5. Group share and evaluation.

(
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Begin independent reading by bringing students together in a community meeting
that involves the entire class. You might choose to start with a book talk on one
or two books and then present a mini-lesson. After the mini-lesson, students
begin to read while you confer with individuals. At the end of the independent
reading time you will bring the group together again for a group share and
evaluation (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001). Another option for this beginning meeting
is called "status of the class" (Atwell 1998). You ask each student to state briefly
what he or she will be doing during independent reading and note the responses
on a class list, thus creating a record of how each student plans to spend their time
(Fountas & Pinnell 2001).
Lucy Calkins states in her book The Art of Teaching Reading, "If your goal is to
help children compose richly literate lives, then we need to give them time each
day to do just that. The independent reading workshop needs to be as central to
the teaching of reading as the writing workshop is to the teaching of writing."
The start of independent reading is getting students to select books at their "just
right" level. Now we tum to the collection of books in the classroom and library
that are leveled and easily accessed by students. Some teachers find that having
the materials for independent reading gathered and placed in zip-lock bags helps
students who tend to wander each day selecting their independent reading books.
Another method is to have a basket of books at the center of each desk cluster.
Others guide all students to read nonfiction at the same time so that students can
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practice the nonfiction reading strategies the teacher presented during a minilesson, shared reading or read aloud.
A good place to start is having students who are not yet ready or accustomed to
reading independently sit at their desks for independent reading time. Having
some students move to areas in the room that offer more privacy or is a good idea
as the students settle into the reading routine. This will provide a nook or quiet
space for those who need it. An additional benefit of having students sit around
the room is that there is a chair available as you confer with students. As teachers
we need to confer with students individually during independent reading. Stop by
a student's desk or reading area or call them to the desk. Ask the same sort of
questions you would ask during a read aloud or shared reading. Have them
respond using accountable talk. This one-on-one discussion is an ideal way to
assess what the student learned from the mini-lesson, read aloud, or shared
reading. As students read independently one may work with a small group of
students around a specific strategy or guided reading lesson using a shared
' reading or the books students are reading independently. Use the text presented
as a read aloud for the shared reading or another text that is appropriate for the
strategy. This would be followed by having students practice the strategy in their
independent reading. The teacher would follow up by conferring with the
students as they read about the strategy and how it affected the student.
Independent reading is one way that teachers build time for individual reading
into their busy schedules. It is a plan where 20 to 30 minutes are set aside each
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day when everyone in the class is reading. Even if students are not fluent
independent readers, they need time to explore books independently.

There are other ways that a teacher can show they value literature:
1. Being a reader yourself
2. Reading with the children during silent, individual reading
3. Talking about books you like
4. Reading bits of your own stories aloud to them
5. Reading aloud with pleasure and skill.
Read Aloud
One way that teachers help children grow as engaged, responsive readers is to
read aloud. Reading aloud is one of the most common and easiest means of
sharing books. Once considered a suitable time filler or a calming activity after
lunch or recess, it is now known to have a positive impact on students' reading
I

development (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, and Wtlkinson, 1985; Clark, 1976;
Durkin, 1966; Wells, 1986). Reading aloud not only helps young children
become readers, but also helps older children become better readers. Reading
aloud extends students' horizons, introduces literature they might not read on their
own, offers alternate worlds and lifestyles, increases the experiential base from
which they view the world, and provides a model of a good reader (Galda and
Cullinan, 1991 ). The wealth of available evidence compelled the Commission on
Reading to conclude that "the single most important activity for building the
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knowledge required for eventual success in reading is reading aloud to children"
(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, and Wilkinson, 1985, p. 23). The many reasons for
reading aloud are summarized here:
1. Introduces new vocabulary
2. Displays interesting sentence patterns
3. Presents a variety of forms oflanguage
4. Shows various styles of written language
5. Develops a sense of story
6. Motivates children to read more
7. Provides ideas for students' writing
8. Enriches students' general knowledge
9. Models the sound of good reading for students
10. Adds pleasure to the day
Tips For Reading Aloud
1. Read the book ahead of time, be familiar with it.
2. Give a brief description of the book or character to establish a context for the
listeners.
3. Begin reading aloud slowly, quicken the pace as listeners enter the story
world.
4. Look up form the book frequently to maintain eye contact
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5. Interpret dialogue meaningfully.
6. Read entire books, if possible, or a chapter or more per day to sustain
meaning.
Reading aloud is the easiest component to incorporate into any language program
at any grade level. Reading aloud is cost effective, requires little preparation, and
results in few discipline problems. It is sometimes neglected because it is so easy
and pleasurable. I can remember for years feeling uncomfortable about spending
daily time reading aloud-the children and I were enjoying it so much. It took me
a long time to accept that one doesn't have to suffer, do hard work, or require
written response for an activity to be worthwhile ... Reading aloud should take
place daily at all grade levels, including junior high and high school (Routman,
Regie in Invitations: Changing as Teachers and Learners, K-12, p. 32). Listed
below are the teacher and students responsibilities prescribed by, Regie Routman;
What Teachers Do
1. Have a purpose for reading aloud the selected text
2. Preview and practice the selected text
3. Create a relaxed environment, conducive to listening
4. Choose quality books and stories they enjoy and believe their students will
enJoy

5. Read a wide variety of materials, genres and forms consistent with student's
emotional or social levels
6. Read picture books or chapter books to students of all age
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7. Read fluently with expression
8. Focus on a particular strategy or element (prediction, setting, problem)
9. Stop periodically and question thoughtfully to enhance the focus
10. When reading novels, end each reading at a suspenseful moment
11. Recap the previous chapter with the students
12. Encourage predictions before and during the reading
13. Read books consistent with the children's emotional and social level
14. Engage in good book discussion; model accountable1talk
15. Pull the lesson together at the end so the student's realize what they have
learned
What the Students Do
1. Listen attentively to the reading for specific reasons
2. Listen and participate in discussion by asking questions, building on
conversation, agreeing or disagreeing with reasons and answering questions
3. Support conversation with evidence for the text
4. Make connections to other texts or to their world (text to self, text to text, text
to world)
The types of books we choose for Read Aloud change throughout the year to
meet the individual classroom and instructional needs of students. Below are
suggestions teacher can use as guidelines for choosing books and stories for Read
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Aloud (Routman, Regie in Invitations: Changing as Teachers and Learners, K-12,
p. 32).

Choose books:
1. With an engaging plot or topic, with interesting characters and that represent a
range of student interest
2. Of varying length and subject matter
3. A minimum of long, descriptive passages
4. With easy "crisp" dialogue
5. That will call into play students' imagination
6. That contain interesting language and ideas
7. By the same author to allow students to compare and contrast style
8. That represent a variety of genres
9. Span a range of emotions
10. Around a common theme to allow students to see how different authors
address common themes
11. That reflect the diversity of students
12. Recommended by student
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students are exposed to many writing styles

roke deeper conversations
be used to model successful reading behaviors
Read Aloud Model
Katherine Casey
What do I already know about this author?
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Read Aloud Model
Katherine Casey
What do readers focus on as they begin to read a novel?
-What do I know about this author? What do I expect?
-What do I know about this genre? What do I expect?

Read Aloud Model
Katherine Casey
What can I learn about the elements of story from the blurb?
;

-Characters
-Setting
-Plot
-Time passing
-Change
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Read Aloud Model
Katherine Casey
What is the effect of this character on the others?
-Seeing self in others
-Changing perspectives
-Confirming what is unspoken by the group
-Peeking into the underside oflife
-Representing a stereotype or the "foil of that stereotype"

(
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Read Aloud Model
Katherine Casey
Keep in mind:
-Rhetorical questions are designed to give us pause to think and consider

-1" person narrative offers us a window into the mind and heart of the
narrator
-Texts are a reflection of the culture and time period from which they
emerge so consider:
*What is the text saying about me and my reality?

Shared Read
What is shared reading? Shared reading is whole class reading instruction that
uses one copy of the text in clear view of all students. During Shared Reading,
the teacher demonstrates effective reading strategies for achieving and deepening
comprehension hence, it is often called a "Think aloud". The two most important
factors in Shared Reading are:

I. The assessments the teacher has made of her/her students that give
information about the processes the students are using (the "why"
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2. The text that's chosen to share (the "what")
A good subtitle for shared reading instruction could be Modeling strategies that

successful readers use for my class or letting students in on the processes good
readers use without even being aware of them (Routman, Regie. Reading
Essentials, 2003).
Shared reading is ideal for showing how any texts works (nonfiction, picture
books, short stories, newspapers, plays, poetry, chants, novels, textbooks,
periodicals). In shared reading, I model and guide students in all aspects of
reading to comprehend (fluency, figuring out words, thinking, questioning,
predicting, rereading). I rely on shared reading at every grade level as the
medium for the bulk of my reading demonstrations (Routman, Regie. Reading
Essentials, 2003).
Shared Reading
1. All eyes are on the same text.

2. The teacher is the expert reader. The students follow with eyes on the text.
They may also read aloud.
3. Texts may be more difficult that all or some could or use independently.
4. The teacher provides a strong level of support for making meaning.
5. The approach features student discussion, problem solving, interaction,
negotiation, and navigation of meaning
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6. The text is selected to match the purpose.
7. The approach involves a very wide variety of texts types in fiction and
nonfiction.
8. The approach exposes the students to a variety of concepts, themes, ideas,
new words, and text structures.
9. The nature of support varies depending on the needs of the students.
Guided Reading
Guided reading is a teaching approach designed to help individual students
learn how to process a variety of increasingly challenging texts with
understanding and fluency. Guided reading occurs in a small-group context
because the small group allows interaction among readers that benefits them all.
The teacher selects and introduces texts to readers, sometimes supports them
while reading the text, engages the readers in a discussion, and makes teaching
points after the reading. Sometimes, after reading ~ text, the teacher extends the
meaning of the text through writing, text analysis, or another learning experience.
The lesson also may include work with words based on the specific needs of the
group (Fountas & Pinnel~ 2001 ). "Readers who need extra help are not identical
to one another. In fact, they are widely diverse. It is not possible to find the
magic technique, program, or set of materials that works for everyone. Students
possess knowledge that we fail to recognize. Their diverse personal experiences
have almost certainly taught them a great deal, but it may not be knowledge that
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enables them to address school tasks (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001 ). Whenever
possible, bring students' own life experiences into the classroom; help them make
connections between the texts they read and their own lives; encourage them to
write about what they know. Learn as much as you can about their cultures, their
families, and the school community. This knowledge speaks volumes about your
caring (Fountas &Pinnell, 2001).
Students who need more help may struggle with decoding, comprehension, and
many other literacy tasks. They may not be motivated to read or write. They may
suffer from poor motor coordination or problems of visual perception. Emotional
difficulties may interfere with their concentration and comprehension. What's
more, they may lack the language, experience, and knowledge needed to meet the
complex challenges of the upper elementary curriculum (Fountas & Pinnell,
2001 ). "We offer guiding principles that will help adjust material and teaching
for individual learners. These principles are based on what research tells us about
struggling readers" (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001 ).
1. Learn what students can do and build on their strengths. Instead of
targeting weaknesses, find out what your students control or partially
control. Teach them to use what they know and work from there.
2. Have high expectations for student performance. The first step with
struggling reader is to assign tasks they can accomplish.
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3. Promote high levels of student engagement. Adjust your classroom
procedures and the instruction you provide so you engage your low
achieving students.
4. Increase the number of high-quality texts that students know. The more
texts students encounter, the greater background they can bring to
understanding the new texts they read.
5. Increase the time students spend reading. Struggling readers need more.
They need to read more words, more stories, more essays, more books,
more anything and everything.
6. Increase the time students spend writing and the kinds of things they write.
Struggling writers need to write more, and you can help by removing
barriers to writing. Invite them to talk about heir writing before they sit
down to write.
7. Teach students to use effective strategies in their reading and writing.
Most of these students have learned and used ineffective strategies for
many years. Demonstrate strategies for them, provide extra support to
them eliminate ineffective strategies and adopt the new effective ones.
8. Provide explicit instruction. Explicit demonstration is helpful to all
students, but you might spend a few extra minutes helping struggling
students through a "dry run.
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9. Monitor the pace of your teaching, but don't "slow down." Ask questions
they can answer quickly; get them writing fluently in notebooks.
10. Be sure that tasks are within students' control. In reading, writing, word
study, and the content areas, present students with tasks they can do with
your support.
11. Make you directions clear, and don't be afraid to repeat then when you
need to. Make sure low-achieving students understand the nature of the
task you ask of them; demonstrate and repeat when necessary.
12. Be sure students understand the rationale of each assignment. It is most
harmful to struggling readers and writers to complete an assignment

without understanding why. This practice tends to create passive rather
than active learners. Explain the goal of each assignment and how it will
help them.
13. Invite students to make choice. Struggling students need to learn how to
make good choices in the books they read, the topics they write about, or
the poetry they choose to read aloud. Also they will be more invested in
material they've chosen themselves.
14. Provide predictability and routine. The language/literacy framework
provides the kind of predictable routines that makes learning possible.
Struggling readers and writers may waste precious time because they do
not understand the routines. Take time to walk students through the
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1S. Explain and practice procedures of each new task and provide support
until they know how things go.
16. Set short-term goals for students, check in with them often, and reward
success. Struggling reader/writers typically need more support and
guidance. They may need frequent conferences with you; they may need
help breaking down long, complex tasks into smaller steps; they may need
more monitoring; and they may need explicit praise for their
accomplishments.
17. Provide extra support to help students perform well in front of the class.
Students who need extra help may experience anxiety when they have to
share or perform in front of their classmates. Set aside extra time to help
them practice so that they can participate fully in the life of the classroom.
18. Help students get started. Working with individuals or a small group,
guide students through the beginning of an assignment.
19. Make sure students participate in heterogeneous groups. Be conscious of
including students of varied achievement levels in investigation groups,
literature study groups, choral reading groups, and so forth.
20. Use technology to support students. CD-ROMS and books on tape can
help students who struggle with reading. An AlphaSmart keyboard frees
them from tedious handwriting

clear improvement.
"Make sure the support staff or volunteers who provide extra help for
struggling readers work closely with you, so that your most wlnerable students
do not receive mixed messages" (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001).
Rationale for Guided Reading
The purpose of guided reading is to meet the varying instructional needs of all
the students in your class, enabling them to greatly expand their reading powers.

•

During guided reading, students read a book you have specifically selected to
provide a moderate amount of challenge, and you support them in tackling the
necessary problem solving to overcome the difficulties they may encounter.
Mooney (1990) has described the element of challenge as "manageable" for
readers. Through guided reading you can demonstrate how a reader constructs
meaning from text, makes personal connections with text, and goes beyond the
text. You can provide specific support for readers as they delve into texts
themselves, meeting challenges by using a range of skills (Fountas & Pinnell
2001).

Guided reading gives students the opportunity to read at the right instructional
level. Moreover, it introduces students to new books that offer a moderate
challenge. As students read, they learn more about the reading process. In guided
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reading, you bring together groups of students who are similar in their reading
behavior, their text-processing needs, and their reading strengths.
Your instruction, then, is specific and focused, finely tuned to the needs and
challenges of the particular group o students with whom you are working
(Fountas & Pirmess, 2001).
Guided reading allows you to help students move forward in their reading
development. Through specific teaching and careful text selection, you make it
possible for students to learn more than they could learn on their own (F ountas &
Pirmell, 2001). The Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (Mind in Society, 1978)

has presented educators with a compelling theoretical idea. Vygotsky maintains

•

that with the support of another, more experienced person, the learner is able to do
more than he could on his own. Whatever the task, the learner is supported as he
attempts it with assistance from his more capable partner. Gradually, the learner
takes over the task and becomes expert, but meanwhile his teacher, parent, or
other learning partner works to extend the learner' s knowledge and skills further.
Vygotsky used the term "zone of proximal development" to describe the
experience of a learner who works successfully with the support of another and
extends his knowledge in the process. You create a learning zone for you
students when you carefully select and introduce a text, support and interact
briefly with them during reading, and teach with clarity after reading (Fountas &
Pinnell, 2001, Guiding Readers and Writers Grades 3-6).
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Literature Circles
Reading Skills
I. Reading and discussing books
2. Connecting with books
3. Taking responsibility as readers and constructing meaning together
4. Debating and challenging one another
5. Making drawings and notes that reflect readers' ideas
6. Asking open-ended questions

•

7. Reading aloud of favorite passages
8. Revisiting the text constantly
by using specific passages

Cir Jes?
~ittntered reading activity for a group of 4-6
rti!h member of a circle is assigned a role which
ii/;.'\:'

..

:~;oiscussion of the title they are all reading. Literature
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Circles provide an opportunity for students to control their own learning; to share
thoughts, concerns and their understanding of the events of the novel.
Where Literature Circles Fit into Fountas/Pinnell's Reading Program (Fountas &
Pinnell 2001).
I. Reading Aloud
2. Shared Reading (visible text)
3. Guided Reading (leveled text groups)
4. Independent Reading (kids on own: Reading Workshop/ Literature Circles)
5. Shared Writing (teacher scribe)
6. Interactive Writing (teacher/kids share pen)
7. Guided Writing or Writing Workshop (teacher guided, conferences, rninilessons)
8. Independent Writing (own pieces)

Daniels and Bizar's, Methods that Matter Model

Overview of the "Literature Circle" Strategy
"Literature Circles"_ - small groups of students gathered together to discuss a piece
of literature in depth - is a teaching method that allows students to become critical
thinkers as they engage in ongoing dialogue with a book. Literature circles
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provide a way for students to engage in critical thinking and reflection as they
read, discuss, and respond to the book. Collaboration is at the heart of this
approach. In classrooms all across the country, literature circles are helping to
create a student-centered learning environment. Through structured discussion
and extended written and artistic response, this strategy guides the students to a
deeper understanding of what they read. The key aspect of this strategy is the
structured use of role sheets (see chapter 4, Methodologies) as the students learn
to discuss and contribute to the group. These sheets can also be used as evaluation
tools. The first step in any successful Literature circle is to:
1. Select members for the Literature Circle (discussion groups).

2. Assign roles for the members of each circle.
3. Assign reading to be completed by the circles inside or outside of class.
4. Select circle meeting dates.
5. Help students prepare for their roles in the circle.
6. Act as a facilitator for the circles.

Adapted from Schlick Noe, K.L. and Johnson, N.J. (1999), Getting started with
literature circles, Norwood, MA: Christopher-Gordon Publishers; and from the
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Literature Circles Resource Center at http://facstaff.seattleu.edu/kschlnoe/LitCircles/.
Reading at Home
"Few children learn to love books by themselves. Someone has to lure them
into the wonderful world of the written word. Someone has to show them the
way."
-- Orville Prescott from "A Father Reads to His Children"

Reading at home is critical to the child's success in the classroom.
And most importantly, a child who is routinely read to is much more
likely to become a reader than a child who isn't read to. On a basic

level, reading is a fundamental part of existing. Think about your typical day.
How often are you reading something: street signs, reports, emails, grocery labels,
medication, newspapers, websites, stories to our kids . . . It is a fact that reading is
a fundamental part of our world. But raising a reader goes much deeper than this
basic need to function. Reading is not only a fundamental part of our world, it is a
fundamental part of education, and a fundamental factor in language development
in children, leading to the good, solid skills and habits necessary for lifelong
achievement and success. Besides promoting language development in children,
readers also develop the skills and habits necessary to succeed in school and
succeeding in school most often impacts the ability to succeed throughout life. It
isn't surprising to hear that top ranked high school and college students were not
only read to as children, but became readers themselves.
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A reader develops the ability to write in correct grammatical form and
understands the power of the written word. A reader develops strong reading
comprehension and strong vocabulary skills. A reader develops the ability to
express oneself in a much more confident, creative, and easy manner. Reading

ermmces self-esteem an:d builds conftderrce. A reader develops an: im:a:gination, a:
curiosity, and the ability to think "outside the box." Reading promotes knowledge
and education. Knowledge and education, in turn, promote values and a higher
level of thinking. So in essence, readers, through their continual pursuit of
knowledge and love of the written word, develop the skills, habits, and traits most
commonly associated with success and successful people.
"A house without books is like a room without windows."
--Heinreich Mann (1871-1950)
"Research has also shown that when parents are actively involved in learning at
home, their children become more successful in and out of school. When it comes
to helping with homework, most parents can hold their own. But, when it comes
to reading, they need help. Parents want to know how to select books that interest
children and how to create an atmosphere that encourages reading. Today, that
help takes many forms; reading lists provided by teachers, summer reading
programs sponsored by school and local libraries and educational Web sites that
explain the reading process and provide tips on selecting books and advice on
how to organize reading activities both parents and children will enjoy", (Tun
Cornish, Classroom Connect, May 2003).
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When Practicing Reading at Home
1. Read sitting up, with a good light, at a desk or table.

2. Keep background noise to a minimum. Loud rock and roll music will
not make you a better reader.
3. The same goes for screaming kids, talking roommates, television or
radio. Give yourself a quiet environment so that you can concentrate
on the text.
4. Keep paper and pen within reach.
5. Before beginning to read, think about the purpose for the reading.
Why has the teacher made this assignment? What are you supposed to
get out of it? Jot down your thoughts.
6. Survey the reading. Look at the title of the piece, the subheadings.
What is in dark print or stands out? Are there illustrations or graphs?
7. Read the introduction and conclusion, then go back and read the whole
assignment. Or read the first line in every paragraph to get an idea of
how the ideas progress, then go back and read from the beginning.
8. Scan the entire reading, then focus on the most interesting or relevant
parts to read in detail.
9. Pay attention to when you can skim and when you need to understand
every word.
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10. Write as you read. Take notes and talk back to the text. Explicate
(explain in detail) and mark up the pages. Write down what interests
or bores you. Speculate about why.
11. If you get stuck in the reading, think and write about where you got
stuck. Contemplate why that particular place was difficult and how
you might break through the block.
12. Record and explore your confusion. Confusion is important because
it's the first stage in understanding.
13. When the going gets difficult, and you don't understand the reading,
slow down and reread sections.
14. Break long assignments into segments. Read 10 pages, then do
something else. Later, read the next 10 pages and so on.
15. Read prefaces and summaries to learn important details about the
book. Look at the table of contents for information about the structure
and movement of ideas. Use the index to look up specific names,
places, ideas.
16. Translate difficult material into your own words. Create an alternative
text.
17. Answer the questions at the end of the chapter
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18. Answer these question in your own words: What's the author talking
about? What does the author want me to get out of this?
19. Read the entire piece, then write a one paragraph or one sentence
summary.
20. Transcribe your notes in the book or handwritten notes into more
formal notes on the computer. Tum your first notes into a list of ideas
or a short essay.
21. Review the ideas in the text after you finish reading. Ask yourself
questions to determine what you got out of the reading.
22. Mark up the text, bring it to class, and ask questions about what you
don't understand.
23. Post an email to the class Mailing List and ask for responses from the
teacher and fellow students.
24. Consult another source. What does another author have to say on the
same topic?
25. Disagree with the author. Become a devil's advocate. Remember, you
don't have to believe an idea to argue about it.
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Think About the Text in Three Ways
1. Consider the text itseU: the basic infonnation right there on the page.
(This is the level of most high school readers and many college
students.)
2. Next think about what is between the lines, the conclusions and
inferences the author means you to draw from the text.
3. Finally, go beyond thinking about the text. What creative, new, and
different thoughts occur as you combine your knowledge and
experiences with the ideas in the reading?

Dr. Lee Haugen and Dr. Kathleen King, Reading Strate'i{ies, /SU Academic Skills
Center

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES FOR THE PROJECT
Because the Highline School District mandates teaching reading through Open
Court, these workshops were created as a supplementary curriculum to better
serve my lower level readers. These activities are in addition to the Open Court
curriculum, not in place of. In this chapter there are examples used to enable
lower readers to reach their appropriate reading levels.

Independent Reading Workshop
Lucy Calkins
Mini-Lesson:
1. Should be between 5 and 15 minutes long

2. Follow a specific architecture (connections, teach, active try-it, link)
3. One of a sequence oflessons driven by particular Unit of Study
Students Independently Reading/ Teacher Conferring:
1. Reading/Conferring time ranges from 10 minutes in the beginning of

Kindergarten to about 40 minutes by the end of fifth grade; length of
time varies in middle school/high school classroom depending on total
number of minutes for literacy instruction
2. Self selected texts from a well organized library
3. Book choice not happening during the workshop
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4. Texts support the work of current Unit of Study
5. Teacher confers with individual students (and/or pulls a small group of
students with a similar need for specific strategy instruction)
6. Teacher spends between 5-10 minutes in each conference and leaves
reader with very specific instruction and a plan for taking on the
instruction
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Share:
1. Teacher selects one or two students to share the work they have done
that day
2. The work shared highlights the specific expectations form the day's
mini-lesson
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Planning Guide
Preparing for a Read Aloud
Katherine Casey

I. Name, author, and genre of reading selection you Will use.
2. Why did you choose this selection to read aloud? In what ways will this
selection provide a communal reading experience for your students? What
is the selection's "big idea" (theme)?
3. To which standard( s) will the learning from this read aloud connect?
4. To which content area(s) will the learning from this read aloud connect?
5. Name the learning strategy or strategies you will focus on during the read
aloud.
6. What questions will you use during the read aloud to enhance the learning
focus?
7. In what way or ways will you demonstrate your own thinking?
8. In what ways will you use pair or triad discussions, during the read aloud?

If you are not using these types of discussions, why not?
9. How will you pull the lesson together at the end so students know what
they have learned
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A Framework For Shared Reading For All Grades
Reading Essentials
Regie Routman,
Teacher
1. Selects engaging, usually unfamiliar text, either nonfiction or fiction.

2. Chooses several appropriate points at which to stop and discuss what

has been read.
3. Makes overhead transparencies of the pages of the book or text that are

to be used as stopping points.
4. Provides an appropriate introduction: discusses the cover, walks the

students through the illustrations, makes predictions.
5. Reads aloud in an expressive voice.

6. Highlights features of text.
7. Poses questions for discussions.
8. Guides and supports discussion.

9. Demonstrates his or her thinking while reading (making connections,

inferring meaning of text or vocabulary, confirming a prediction,
summarizing to restate and recall important happenings before reading
on).
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10. Observes students' responses and behavior and determines the
appropriate next steps.
Students

1. Read the text silently or orally along with the teaclJ.er.
2. Learn the give and take of a small-group discussion (with one or two
peers, usually for one or two minutes).
3. Listen to and talk with one another, not just the teacher.
4. Think about what's happening in the text or story.
5. Respond orally as a class after talking in small groups, so everyone
hears everyone else's thinking

1. Is highly engaging, informative, entertaining.
2. Is close to the reading level of the majority of students.
3. Is clearly visible to all students.
4. Contains elements that support fluent reading ( clear, well spaced text;
illustration; familiar vocabulary; easily understood concepts).
5. Connects to students' interests, needs, culture, curriculum.
6. May connect to other texts.
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7. Is worth students' time.
8. Lends itself to high-level thinking and comprehension.
Purposes

i. Engages students through partfoipatfon, not just teiling.
2. Gives all students a chance to be successful.
3. Gets students thinking about what's happening in the story.
4. Confirms or invalidates thinking.
5. Demonstrates how reading works - the skills, strategies and behavior
of good readers.
6. Makes reading an enjoyable experience.
Advantages
1. Goes beyond listening to reading aloud or following a text visually.

2. Encourages all the voices to be heard.
3. Moves at a brisk pace that helps students stay engaged and focused.
4. Provides lots of teaching and practicing in a short period of time.
5. Can be used effectively for teaching and learning across the
curriculum (science, social studies).
6. Is a good prelude to small-group literature conversations.
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7. Raises expectations for what's possible for the students to do.
8. Builds confidence and competence in struggling readers.
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Defining Literature Circles
1. Students choose their own reading materials
2. Small temporary groups are formed, based upon book choice

3. Different groups read different books
4. Groups meet on a regular, predictable schedule to discuss their reading
5. Kids use written or drawn notes to guide both their reading and
discussion
6. Discussion topics come from the students
7. Group meetings aim to be open, natural conversations about books, so
personal connections, digressions, and open-ended questions are
welcome
8. In newly formed groups, students may play a rotating assortment of
task roles
9. The teacher serves as a facilitator, not a group member or instructor
10. Evaluation is by teacher observation and student self-evaluation.
11. A spirit of playfulness and fun pervades the room.
12. When books are finished, readers share with their classmates, and
then new groups form around new reading choices.
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Little Ones Reading Resource
Amy Bouma, 2003

I. It molds our kids into becoming readers, and raising a reader significantly
increases our child's potential for academic success as well as lifelong success
in general.
2. It is a vital and integral part of teaching our kids how to read as children learn
how to read by being read to.
3. It helps our children master language development.
4. It builds listening skills, increases a child's attention span, and develops the
ability to concentrate at length of which all are learned skills.
5. It develops children's ability to express themselves more confidently, easily,
and clearly in spoken AND written terms.
6. It develops and fosters a child's natural curiosity.
7. It develops creativity and a child's ability to use their own imagination!
8. It expands our children's horizons, quells fears, exposes them to new
situations, and teaches them appropriate behavior.
9. Reading children's stories to our children provides the best opportunities for
true "teaching moments".
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10. Reading picture books develops a young child's appreciation for the arts
through exposure to many different styles of art and illustrations.

CHAPTER FOUR
Methodologies
Readers do not read only when they are required to do so. Readers find time to
read and find ways of acquiring material. Research documents the benefits of
wide reading. A study of fourth graders (Pinnell, Pikulski & Wixon 1995)
revealed that students who read fluently and who reported reading at home also
score higher on standardized reading achievement tests. Students in the higher
achievement groups were reading many more words per day, more minutes per
day, and more hours per week than the students in the lower achievement groups,
who spent little time reading very few words. In general, those who read more,
and with more purpose and satisfaction, succeed more all the way around.
In the intermediate grades, students move from childhood to adolescence. As

their teacher, I encourage them to find their voices as writers and refine their
tastes as readers. This effective literacy program fosters active, responsible
learning. It helps students begin to use literacy as a tool that gives them the
power to find information they need, to express their opinions, and to take
positions. Active learners have their own goals and are engaged over time.
A typical day in my classroom 5 - 10 minute mini-lesson on the goal, purpose or
strategy to be practiced during independent reading, a large block of time to read,
respond, and confer 30 -45 minutes, and share out time IO minutes. The
remainder of the 50 minutes is used for reading instruction as prescribed in this
project. See Appendix
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CHAPTER FIVE

l

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summruy

Low achieving students often have difficulties with literacy content. They find
reading is a struggle because they are still working to develop an eff~ive way tQ
process reading. They find it overwhelming to view reading as a means to gain
information. In addition they have limited background knowledge to bring to
informational texts, and lack the understanding about the way informational texts
are organized. It is vital for low achieving students to receive extra support as
well as engage in investigations. As the students engage in their own research,
they have the option of following their own interests, resulting in the development
of their own knowledge of the information.
Students who struggle with reading find it difficult to select appropriate books for
independent reading, become engaged in reading for themselves, sustain the
reading independently and respond to writing to the text while they are reading.
Teachers can assist struggling readers by providing support in the right areas,
such as, providing book talks, checking in with struggling readers at the beginning
of every reading workshop, seating struggling readers next to students who are
good role models, conferring with struggling reader more often, taking extra time
and care in answering their journals and coordinating with parents. It is essential
to help parents and students understand the importance of a quiet, uninterrupted
environment while reading and model that reading is a time of fun, it exhibits
freedom of expression, as well as being someone else and living the dream.
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Selecting texts for students can be difficult, one should consider their diverse
background knowledge and the concepts they are currently using. Provide
introductions that specifically link concepts in text-to-self and text-to-world.
Build background knowledge before reading the text and engage in rich
discussions before, during am! after reading.
Conclusion
This curriculum was designed to supplement an elementary school's existing
curriculum. Elementary school reading curriculums support average to high
achieving readers, but fail to support struggling readers sufficiently. This
curriculum will help to close the achievement gap. This supplementary
curriculum is being used in the author's classroom and has proven to be extremely
useful and helpful. The students are making great gains in and are becoming
proficient at their reading levels.
Recommendations
1. While this was designed for low-level readers, this curriculum can be used

for grade level readers as well as high functioning students with slight
modifications for the uniqueness of individual ability groups.
2. Intermediate teachers should construct a Walk-To-Reading with the sixth
and fifth grade teachers to ensure the needs of the low reader needs are
being met.
3. Form a committee to review and assess the progress or difficulties of the
low readers.
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4. Due to the high mobility rate of the Highline School District the
committee should met annually in the Spring to make adjusts for the up
coming school year.
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Discussion Sheet for Literature Circles

Name:---------------Group: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Book:---------------

Role:--------------Pages:---------------While you are reading or after you have finished reading, prepare for the circle
meeting by assuming the identity of one of the strategists below and completing
and then presenting your strategy:
Clarifier: Your job is to find 5 words or concepts that are important to the story,

list and explain each word/concept, and write down its page number.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Al

Summarizer: Your job is to prepare a brief summary of the book. You want to

convey how the characters are influenced by the various events and how the main
conflict contributes to the resolution.
Key Events:
Summary:
Questioner: Your job is to develop a list of four questions about this book that

your circle might discuss. Your task is to help circle members discuss the big
ideas in the book and share their reactions. Center your questions on the 5 Ws +
How. Be prepared to read aloud key passages that present the answers. List page
numbers.
Question 1:
Answer
Question 2:
Answer
Question 3:
Answer
Question 4:
Answer

A2

(

Predictor: Your job is to predict what you think will happen next in this story.
After each prediction defend your reasoning.
Based on what I have read, I predict that the following events will happen:
1.

Why:

2.
Why:

3.
Why:

A3

Retelling Strategy
Literature Circles
Reading Skills

•

Summarizing

•

Identifying literature elements

•

Analyzing chronological order

•

Identifying the main idea

•

Recalling facts

Overview of the "Retellings" Strategy

This strategy should be modeled for students before they are asked to try it. Once
they understand the process, ask students to retell specific events from the novel
or retell the plot in its entirety. The teacher should decide if this assignment
should be written or presented orally. Students should be given a copy of the
rubric that will be used for evaluation (see next page). To incorporate retellings in
the classroom effectively, the teacher should model this strategy often. Remember
that students need to be provided with a rubric that can be used to plan and assess
retellings.
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Retelling Rubric

Name

----------

Date

----------

Text

----------

Directions: Use the following checklist to rate the retelling. For each item below,
circle a number from Oto 3. (On this scale, 0 means the retelling did not include
the item at all, and 3 means the retelling completely and successfully included the
item.)
Does the retelling ...

Have an introduction that

Rating

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

includes the novel's title and
setting?
List the main characters and
explain their relationship to
one another?
Explain the roles of the
characters?

AS

List the main events as they

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

occur?
Discuss the internal and
external conflicts?

Explain how the characters
conflicts were resolved?
Mention the reader's
personal response to the
novel?
Comments from listener about the retelling:

Suggestions for the next retellings:
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Literature Circles Role Sheet

Summarizer

Name
Book

------------ Circle -----------

---------------------------

Meeting Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Assignment: Pages __ to __
Summarizer: Your job is to prepare a brief summary of today's reading the

discussion will start with your 1-2 minute statement that covers the key
highlight's, and general idea of today's reading assignment.
Summary:

Key Points:

1--------,---------------------2._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3.

------------------------------

4.______________________________

A7

Connections: What did today's reading remind you of?
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Literature Circles Role Sheet
Discussion Director
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Circle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Book

-----

Meeting D a t e - - - - - - - - - - - Assignment: Pages _ _ to _ _

Discussion Director: Your job is to develop a list of questions that your group
might want to discuss about this part of the book. Don't worry about the small
details; your task is to help people talk over the big ideas in the reading and share
their reactions. Usually the best discussion questions come from your own
thoughts, feelings, and concerns as you read. You can list them below during or
after your reading. You may also use some of the general questions below to
develop topics for your group.

Possible discussion questions or topics for today

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Sample questions
•

What was going through your mind while you read this?

•

How did you feel while reading this part of the book?

•

What was discussed ili !his section of fhe book'!

•

Can someone summarize briefly?

•

Did today's reading remind you of any real-life experiences?

•

What questions did you have when you finished this section?

•

Did anything in this section of the book surprise you?

•

What are the one or two most important ideas?

•

What are some things you think will be talked about next?

Topic to be carried over to tomorrow: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Assignment for tomorrow: Pages __ to __
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Literature Circles Role Sheet
Investigator*

* Adapted from Literature Circles: Voice and Choice in the Student-Centered
Classroom by Harvey Daniels (Stenhouse Publishers: York, Maine, 1994.

Published in Canada by Pembroke Publishers, Markham, Ontario, 1994).
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Circle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Book _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Meeting Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Assignment: Pages _ _ to __
Investigator: Your job is to dig up some background information on any topic
related to your book. This might include
•

the geography, weather, culture, or history of the book's setting

•

information about the author - her/his life and other works

•

information about the time period portrayed in the book

•

pictures, objects, or materials that illustrate elements of the book

•

the history and derivation of words or names used in the book

•

music that reflects the book or its time.

AIO

This is not a formal research report. The idea is to find bits of information or
material that helps your group better understand the book. Investigate something
that really interests you - something that struck you as puzzling or curious while
you were reading.
Sources for information
•

the introduction, preface, or "about the author" section of the book

•

library books and magazines

•

on-line computer search or encyclopedia

•

interviews with people who know the topic

•

other novels, nonfiction, or textbooks you've read

Topic to be carried over to tomorrow: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Assignment for tomorrow: Pages _ _ to __
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Literature Circles Role Sheet
Illustrator*

* Adapted from Literature Circles: Voice and Choice in the Student-Centered
Classroom by Harvey Daniels (Stenhouse Publishers: York, Maine, 1994.

Published in Canada by Pembroke Publishers, Markham, Ontario, 1994).
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Circle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Book _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Meeting D a t e - - - - - - - - - - - Assignment: Pages _ _ to _ _
Illustrator: Your job is to draw some kiud of picture related to the reading. It can

be a sketch, cartoon, diagram, flow chart, or stick figure scene. You can draw a
picture of something that is discussed specifically in your book, something that
the reading reminded you of, or a picture that conveys any idea or feeling you got
from the reading. Any kind of drawing or graphic is okay. You can even label
things with words if that helps. Make your drawing on this paper.

A12

Connections: What did today's reading remind you of?
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Literature Circles Role Sheet

(

Connector*

* Adapted from Literature Circles:

Voice and Choice in the Student-Centered

Classroom by Harvey Daniels (Stenhouse Publishers: York, Maine, 1994.
Published in Canada by Pembroke Publishers, Markham, Ontario, 1994).
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Circle - - - - - - - - - Book _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Meeting D a t e - - - - - - - - - - - Assignment: Pages _ _ to _ _
Connector: Your job is to find connections between the book your group is
reading and the world outside. This means connecting the reading to your own
life, happenings at school or in the community, similar events at other times and
places, or other people or problems that this book brings to mind. You might also
see connections between this book and other writings on the same topic or other
writings by the same author. There are no right answers here. Whatever the
reading connects you with is worth sharing!
Some connections I found between this reading and other people, places,
events, authors:

1.

2. _ _ __

Al4

3. _ __

4 ____

Topic to be carried over to tomorrow:
Assignment for tomorrow: Pages

--------------

- - to - -
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Literature Circles Role Sheet
Travel Tracer*

* Adapted from Literature Circles:

Voice and Choice in the Student-Centered

Classroom by Harvey Daniels (Stenhouse Publishers: York, Maine, 1994.

Published in Canada by Pembroke Publishers, Markham, Ontario, 1994).
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Circle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Meeting Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Assignment: Pages _ _ to _ _
Travel Tracer: When you are reading a book in which characters move around

often and the scene changes frequently, it is important for everyone in your group
to know where things are happening and how the setting may have changed. So
that's your job: to track carefully where the action takes place during today's
reading. Describe each setting in detail, either in words or with an action map or
diagram you can show to your group. You may use the back of this sheet or
another sheet. Be sure to give the page locations where the scene is described.
Describe or sketch the setting
•

where today's action begins

Page where it is described _ _ __

A16

•

where today's key events happen
Page where it is described _ _ __

•

where today's events end
Page where it is described _ __

Topic to be carried over to tomorrow: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Assignment for tomorrow: Pages __ to _ _
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Literature Circles Role Sheet
Vocabulary Enricher*

* Adapted from Literature Circles: Voice and Choice in the Student-Centered
Classroom by Harvey Daniels (Stenhouse Publishers: York, Maine, 1994.
Published in Canada by Pembroke Publishers, Markham, Ontario, 1994).
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Circle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Book _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Meeting Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Assignment: Pages _ _ to _ _

Vocabulary Enricher: Your job is to be on the lookout for a few especially
important words in today's reading. If you find words that are puzzling or
unfamiliar, mark them while you are reading and then later jot down their
definition, either from a dictionary or from some other source. You may also run
across familiar words that stand out somehow in the reading - words that are
repeated a lot, are used in an unusual way, or provide a key to the meaning of the
text. Mark these special words, and be ready to point them out to the group. When
your circle meets, help members find and discuss these words.

Al8

Page No. &

Word

Plan

Definition

Paragraph

I

I

DD!
D
D
D

I

I
I

Topic to be carried over to tomorrow: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Assignment for tomorrow: Pages _ _ to _ _
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I
I

-·-- -·---------------------------

Literature Circles
Daily Literature Study Record

Meeting Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Assignment: Pages _ _ to _ _

Name

I
I

Book

Prepared for

Participated

Brought

Discussion

in Discussion

Date

Comments

DD
DCII
DDCII
DDDCII
DDDDI
DD
I
IDD
I
I

A20

I
I

Literature Circles
Novel Study Self-Evaluation Guide

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - Circle - - - - - - - - - Book _ _ _~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date Started - - - - - - - - - - _ _ I brought my book to class.
_ _ I read to where I was supposed to each time.
_ _ I talked about the book in the discussion group.
_ _ I listened to what other people had to say about the book.
_ _ I worked on task in my group.
_ _ I used sticky notes to mark places I didn't understand or places I wanted to
discuss with my group.
_ _ I wrote in my reading log and finished assigrunents on time.
My overall rating of myself is as follows:

A21

I think the person who should get the best grade in my group is _ _ _ _ __
because
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Literature Circles
Self-Assessment Form

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - Circle - - - - - - - - - Book _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date Started _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Contribution to Group Discussion

Rate each entry as: 1 - Needs Improving, 2 - Satisfactory, or 3 - Very Good

Type of Contribution

I

Ratingll

I shared my ideas and

123
offered my suggestions.
I spoke clearly and
slowly enough to be

12 3

understood.
I answered other's

123
questions.
I remained on topic and
helped the group stay

123

focused.

A23

Example

I

I encouraged others to

12 3
participate.
I disagreed without

123
hurting others' feelings.
I summarized or
repeated my ideas when

123

necessary.
I gave reasons for

12 3
oprmons.
I listened courteously

123
and effectively.
I tried to understand and
extend the suggestions

123

of others.
My most important contribution to the discussion was:

My plan for improvement is:

A24

Literature Circles
Literature Circle Evaluation

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Circle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Book

------------------~~-----

Date Started

----------Preparation

Student

I

II

Teacher

I

I

I am prepared for our meetings by
consistently doing my preparation

123

12 3

123

123

123

12 3

Student

Teacher

123

123

work in my notebook.
I am prepared for our meetings by
reliably bringing my literature book
to class.
I am prepared for our meetings by
completing my reading assignments
on time.
Participation

I participate well in discussions by
asking questions of others.

A25

I participate well in discussions by

123

12 3

123

123

123

123

123

12 3

Student

Teacher

offering my own ideas.
I participate well in discussions by
encouraging and respecting others'
opinions.
I participate well in discussions by
making eye contact with others.
I participate well in discussions by
keeping my voice at arm's length
(cool, objective).

I
I
I

Comments

I
I am doing my job well.

I
Yes, I do this.

I
I don't always do this, and I need to
improve.
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Literature Circles
Assessment Form Discussion Groups*
•

Saskatchewan Education, English Language Art: A curriculum Guide for the
Middle Level (draft) (Regina: Saskatchewan Education, 1996).
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Circle - - - - - - - - - - Book

-----------------------------

Date Started

------------

Group's Discussion Topic or Focus

Check the appropriate box. Provide evidence where possible.
Yes No

Sometimes

Everyone Participates

and shares in the
discussion process.
Communication is
interactive

A27

Evidence

The group is supportive
of its individual
members. Group
climate promotes
friendliness
Oroup members often
ask questions for
clarification or
elaboration
The group discussion
stays on topic or on
directly related issuses
The group is energetic
and enthusiastic

What was the best thing about the way this group worked together?

What was one problem the group had?

How did you solve it?

What else might you have done?

A28

What specific plans do you have for improvement?
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Literature Circles
Positive Profile
Overview
Throughout a novel, a character's personality evolves. The purpose of this
exercise is to create a positive profile of a particular character by gathering
information about he character, evaluating and synthesizing the information, and
creating a positive written impression of him/her.
Activity:
1. Choose one character form the novel whose attributes can be highlighted
in a positive manner.
2. Create a diary of information about the character; include information
about the character's nickname, strength, hobbies and actions.
3. Use this information from the diary to create a positive profile of the
character, ending with a positive statement about him/her.
Assessment:
The student will be assessed on how well they have profiled their characters how complete their gathered information is and how well they have assessed this
information to create a complete and accurate profile.

A30

Literature Circles
Positive Profile

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - Circle - - - - - - - - - Book - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date Started - - - - - - - - - - Directions:
Create a positive profile for a character in the novel.
Complete Name:

Nickname:

Strengths:

A31

Hobbies:

Smartest action performed:

Questionable actions:

Positive statement about the character:

A32
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Reading Workshop: Organizing Indep Rdg
Reading Workshop I Writing Workshop

Page 1 of5

I Word Knowledge

Reading Workshop: Independent
· Reading
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Reading Workshop: Organizing Indep Rdg
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Reading Workshop: Organizing Indep Rdg
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Reading Workshop: Indep Reading Conferences
Reading Workshop I Writing Workshop

Page 1 of3

I Word Knowledge

Reading Workshop: Independent
Reading
How do I confer with students?

http://www.springfield.k12.i1.us/resources/languagearts/readingwriting/independentreading... 3/22/2005

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Reading Workshop: Indep Reading Conferences
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Reading Workshop: Indep Reading Conferences

Page 3 of3

Adapted from Guiding Readers and Writers Grades 3-6, Fountas & Pinnell
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Gracias, Maria
Text: Kaleidoscope
Unit 3: Cooperation & Competition
Knowledge:

:,... Competition is a part of human nature. Being in a family, living
in a community, and finding one's place in the world all involve
competition at some time or another.
:,... While competition gives us the chance to better ourselves,
working together can also help us reach our goals.
:,... The story we are about to read is about two sisters who have
competing interests, or different goals.
:,... Information:

•

The selection we are about to read is realistic fiction .
Realistic Fiction is a make believe story with people,
characters, and places that could exist in the real world.

Word Knowledge

Line 1: started

garden

cars

hardest

Line 2: before

after

refuse

accept

Sentence 1: Maria started work on your cars.
I

Sentence 2: I cover my garden after supper, before sundown.
/

Gracias, Maria
Spelling Words

1. Started
2. Garden
3. Cars
4. Hardest
5. Before

v\.

6. After
7. Refuse
8. Accept
9. Opportunity
10. Scholarship
11. Forfeit
12. Roster
13. Mechanic
14. Defense

Name __________________

Date _ _ _ __

!

Unit I •
'

STORY

9

'

.!
.1
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DECODABLE STORIES AND COMPREHENSION SKILLS
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Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Unit I •

STORY

Date _ _ _ __

10

.

10

DECODABLE STORIES AND COMPREHENSION SKILLS

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Gracias, Maria
Writing #1
Look up the word antonym in the dictionary and write the
definition in your own words. Then list all the antonyms
you can think of.

Gracias, Maria
Writing #2

<?·
(

Using your text comprehension skills, explain to me how
you used them.

1. Monitoring and Clarifying

2. Predicting

3. Compare and Contrast

4. Summarizing

C
f

Gracias, Maria
Writing #3

Before reading page 31, write a prediction about whether
you think Eva will get her basketball scholarship. Also tell
me what information from the story supports your
prediction.

Gracias, Maria
Writing #4

Do a compare and contrast between Mindy, Alicia, Cathy
Denise and Juanita.

(

(

Gracias, Maria
Writing #5

What is an idiom? Think of at least 5 and tell me what they
mean?

Gracias, Maria
Writing #6

Write a new ending the story. It must be at least 3
paragraphs long.

c-(

Name~------------------ Date _ _ _ _ __
r:'>,.
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DECODABLE STORIES AND COMPREHENSION SKILLS
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Name ________~ - - - - - - - - -

r\

Unit I • Grammar and Mechanics: Complete and
Simple Sentences and Capitalization

Incomplete ·~

LANGUAGE ARTS
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Name ___________________ Date _ _ _ _ __

Unit I • Vocabulary: Using a Dictionary
IC'·
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\
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2
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Name __________________

Date ______

Unit I • Vocabulary: Antonyms
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Date _ _ _ _ __

Unit I • Grae/as, Maria
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Gradas, Maria (continued)
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Students Benefit from Being
Read to By:

c::·
(

•

Becoming aware of the enjoyment of reading.

•

Extending their understanding and experience of the world.

•

Understanding that written language is different from spoken language.

•

Developing understanding of the patterns and structures of written language.

•

Leaming new words and words.

•

Giving a critical response to a variety of texts.

•

Developing listening comprehension.

•

Finding out about new writers.

•

Leaming about and locating models of particular genres and forms of writing.

•

Becoming aware of texts as sources of information for other curriculum areas.

•

Seeing the importance of fluent, well-paced, oral reading.

er

Reading Aloud
•

The teacher reads from a single copy of the text, which the students usually cannot
see.

•

The teacher is the expert reader while the students listen.

•

Texts may be more difficult than all or some cuuld re"ad or use independently.

•

The amount of discussion depends on the teacher's purpose and the student's needs: it
varies from a little to a lot.

•

The texts are selected primarily for the student's enjoyment and to increase their
exposure to a variety of literature or nonfiction.

•

The approach exposes the students to a variety of concepts, themes, ideas, new
vocabulary, and language structure.

•

The texts may be fiction (novels, stories, picture books) or nonfiction (biography,
memoirs, descriptions, scientific texts).

•

Modeling and practicing reading strategies.

·,

··~

Read Aloud
What is a read Aloud?
What was Read Aloud?
A
time
for
students
to
talk
about
text
to
A time to calm the students
•
each other and to a teacher
• A time for coloring, drawing or
A time to work on reading strategies
finishing homework
and skills that are transferable to
A time to picture and enjoy the story
another piece of text
A time to read something to the class
Uses
a
piece
of
text
that
is
at
or
above
that not everyone could read- to get the
•
the student's instructional grade level.
content across.
• Is a purposeful instructional time
• Not just for entertainment
Planned
A time to fill time - or "If we have
time"
• Is interactive
A time to teach students how to listen
to the text and each other
A time to model reading with
expression, appropriate pace, etc.
• A time to expose students to a wide
variety of genres and teach them how to
expect certain things from certain
genres.
• A chance to listen and discuss text that
is age-appropriate or higher.
• An opportunity to see and try on
reading strategies
A safe time for kids to learn to talk
about books/reading
A time for students to enhance and
change their own perceptions by
listening to others.
• A time for students to build common
academic language
A
• chance to assess student's ability to
analyze text
Share
the passion about learning
•

•

•

•
•
•

ce.

•
•
•

•
•

90% of our reading world is non-fiction - that has implications for our read aloud.

Read Aloud - Day 1

©2004. Katherine Casey for Hlghline, June 2004, page 1.
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Read Aloud Planning Template

Genre:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·--------------

Data:

GLE:
Focus: (What do I want my students to know and be able to do?)

Big Idea:

Introduction: (What wil I say to my students before we begin reading?)

Text Analysis: (How often and where will I chunk this text?)

Questions:

lWhat wil I ask to help students meet the focus?)

Closure: (How will I summarize the reading wor11/ recap the transferrable strategies that my
students used to support their meaning-making?)

Read Aloud Planning Template

~~..~

Title:
Genre:
GLE:
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Read Aloud Planning Template
(((Title: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Author: - - - - - - - - - -

Genre:-----------

Date: - - - - - - - - - -

Focus: (What do I want my students to know and be able to do?)

.

Introduction: (What will I say to my students before we begin reading and why?)

Text Analysis:
(What is this text about? Do I need to chunk
the text? How? Why?)

Questions/Prompts/Modeling:
(What will I say to help students meet the
stated focus?)

Closure: (How will I summarize the reading won:/ recap the strategies that my students used to
support their meaning-making?)

Re-Readings: What will I emphasize in future
readings?)

Did I Pay Attention To:
- - Did students 'get it'?
_ _ Time? (20 minutes maximu111)
_ _Student Eugagement?

M

- "Talk?

Shared readlna
All eyes are on the same text.

•
•

The teacher is the expert reader. The
students follow with their eyes on the
text. They may also read aloud.

Readina aloud
• The teacher reads from a single copy
of the text, which the students usually
cannot see.

•

The teacher is the expert reader while
the students listen.

•

Texts may be more difficult than all or
some could read or use independently.

•

Texts may be more difficult than all or
some could read or use independently.

•

The teacher provides a strong level of
support for making meaning.

•

•

The approach features student
discussion, problem solving,
interaction, negotiation, and navigation
of meaning.

The amount of diswsslun depends on
the teacher's purpose and the
students' needs: it varies from a little to
alot.

•

The approach has specific teaching
purposes that involve modeling and
integrating strategies to make
meaning.

The texts are selected primarily for the
students' enjoyment and to increase
their exposure to a variety of literature
or nonfiction.

•

The approach exposes the students to
a variety of concepts, themes, ideas,
new vocabulary, and language
structures.

•

The texts may be fiction (novels,
stories, picture books) or nonfiction
(biography, memoirs, descriptions,
scientific texts).

•

Modeling and practicing reading
strategies.

•

•

The text is selected to match the
purpose.

•

The approach involves a very wide
variety of text types in fiction and
nonfiction.

•

The approach exposes the students to
a variety of concepts, themes, ideas,
new words, and text structures.

•

The nature of support varies depending
on the needs of the students.

Shared Reading

(

What is Shared Reading
• Level of the text is instructional plus

What was Shared Reading?
Round Robin Reading

•

•

Has a beginning, middle, end gives students a complete read - it
can be over more than one day usually only up to three days.

•

Just a time to read everything so
kids can get the content (reading
the social studies text so kids can
read along)

•

Short text so depth can be
achieved, (slowing down can lead
you to speeding up in the future)

•

The teacher doing all the work and
the students not doing any.

•

A chance to focus visually on text

•

Power in teaching that re-reading is
a valuable and necessary strategy
- not a punishment

•

A chance to develop meaning
together (you should leave a
shared reading with an enhanced
understanding - it should not be
guess the teacher's answer)

•

To expose kids to a wide variety of
texts and lavouts

Spy on yourself and spy on others so you keep learning about the teaching of
reading.

j

STRATEGIES TO EXTEND STUDENT THINKING
Remember wait time I and II.

Provide a least three seconds of thinking time and a question and after a response.
Utilize "think-pair-share"

Allow individual thinking time, discussion with a partner, and then open up the class discussion.
Ask "follow-ups"
Why? Do you agree? Can you elaborate? Tell me mGn:. Gan yGu give an example?
/

Withhold judgement

Respond to student answers in a non-evaluative fashion.
Ask for a summary (to promote active listening)

Could you please summarize John's point?
Survey the class.

How many people agree with the author's point of view? (Thumbs up, thumb's down)
Allow for student calling.

Rachel, will you please call on someone else to respond?
Play devil's advocate.

Require students to defend their reasoning against different points of view.
Ask students to "unpack their thinking."

Describe how you arrived at your answer. Think out loud.
Call on students randomly.

Not just those with raised hands.
Student questioning.

Let the students develop their own questions.
Cue student responses

There is not a single correct answer for this question. I want you to consider alternatives.

'

QUESTIONING FOR QUALITY THINKING
Knowledge - Identification and recall of information.

Who, what, when, how
Describe

?
?

Comprehension - Organization and selection of facts and ideas.
Retell
in your gwn wGrds. What is the main idea nf _ _~-=-·-=··.?
Application - Use the facts, rules, principles.

How is _ _ an example of
?
How is _ _ related to
?
Why is
significant?
Analysis - Separation ofa whole into components.

What are the parts or features of _ _?
Classify
according to _ _ __
Outline/diagram/web-----How does _ compare/contrast with_?
What evidence can you list for
?
Synthesis - Combination of ideas to form a new whole.

What could you predict/infer from __?
What ideas can you add to
?
How would you create/design a new_?
What might happen if you combined __ with _ _?
What solutions would you suggest for __?
Evaluation - Development of opinions, judgments, or decisions.

Do you agree _ _?
What do you think about _ _?
What is the most important _ _?
Prioritize
?
How would you decide about __?
What criteria would you use to assess __?
Source: Language and Learning Improvement Branch, Division ofInstruction, Maryland Department of
Education.

STRATEGIES TO EXTEND STUDENT THINKING
Remember wait time I and II.

Provide a least three seconds of thinking time and a question and after a response.
Utilize "think-pair-share"

Allow individual thinking time, discussion with a partner, and then open up the class discussion.
Ask "follow-ups"

Why? Do you agree? Can you elaborate? Tell me more. Can you give an example?
Withhold judgement

Respond to student answers in a non-evaluative fashion.
Ask for a summary (to promote active listening)

Could you please summarize John's point?
Survey the class.

How many people agree with the author's point of view? (Thumbs up, thumb's down)
Allow for student calling.

Rachel, will you please call on someone else to respond?
Play devil's advocate.

Require students to defend their reasoning against different points of view.
Ask students to "unpack their thinking."

Describe how you arrived at your answer. Think out loud.
Call on students randomly.

Not just those with raised hands.
Student questioning.

Let the students develop their own questions.
Cue student responses

There is not a single correct answer for this question. I want you to consider alternatives.
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QUESTIONING FOR QUALITY THINKING
Knowledge - Identification and recall of information.
Who, what, when, how
?
Describe
?
Comprehension - Organization and selection of facts and ideas.
Retell
in your own wgrds, What is the main idea of=.~ - - - ?
Application - Use the facts, rules, principles.
How is
an example of
?
How is _ _ related to
?
Why is
significant?
Analysis - Separation of a whole into components.
What are the parts or features of _ _?
Classify
according to _ _ __
Outline/diagram/web-----How does_ compare/contrast with_?
What evidence can you list for _ _?
Synthesis - Combination of ideas to form a new whole.
What could you predict/infer from __?
What ideas can you add to _ _?
How would you create/design a new_?
What might happen if you combined __ with _ _?
What solutions would you suggest for __?
Evaluation - Development of opinions, judgments, or decisions.
Do you agree _ _?
What do you think about _ _?
What is the most important _ _?
Prioritize
?
How would you decide about __?
What criteria would you use to assess __?
Source: Language and Learning Improvement Branch, Division ofInstruction, Maryland Department of
Education.
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Generic
Multiple Choice
1. What is the main idea of the story?
a.

b.
C.

2. Which sentence best states the main idea?
a.

b.
c.
3. Which sentence best summarizes the story?

a.

b.
C.

4. The author writes,"

a.

----". What does he/she mean?

b.

c.
5. Based on the information in the story, what do you think _ _ _ will do now
that
?

a.
b.

c.
6. What happens at the end of the story? (note: must be an inference, not a concrete
detail; use only when the ending is left up in the air)

a.
b.

c.
7. Which word best describes how ___ felt about _(another character)_ _?
(must be an inference)

a.
b.

c.
8. Based on the information in the story, what do you predict ____ will do now
that_(cite circumstances at end of story)
?
a.
b.

c.

,
9. What is the meaning of_(word/phrase in quotes)_ in paragraph_ of the story?

a.
b.
C.

10. What is the meaning of the word/phrase, _____ in the sentence

"----"?
a.

b.
C.

11. What is the meaning of the word/phrase,"_ _" in the_ paragraph of the
section titled, "
"?

a.
b.
c.
12. According to the story, which event happens first/last?
a.

b.
C.

13. According to the story, after_(character)_ _(action)_, what did he/she do
next?

a.
b.
c.

14. According to the story, how does ___ feel about_(character)_ _?

a.
b.
C.

15. According to the selection, which word best describes _____?
(charac!er/setting)
a.

b.
C.

16. According to the story, where/when does the story take place?
a.

b.
C.

17. According to the story, what is _ _ _ problem/conflict in the story?
a.

"Pr
~'

b.

c.
18. According to the story, which sentence tells how _ _ and _ _ are alike?
a

b.
c.
19. How is ____ different from ____ in the story?
a,

b.
c.
20. According to the story, which sentence tells how _ _ _ is different from
?
a.
b.
C.

21. How do
's feeling about_(subject)_ compare to the author's feeling
about_(sarne subject)_?
a.

b.
C.

22. How are _ _ _ in the story and ____ in the story alike?
a.
b.
c.
23. Which sentence explains why _ _ happened in the story?

a.

b.
c.
24. According to the story, what happens/happenetl when _ _ _?
a.
b.
c.
25. What is the author's purpose for writing this story?
a.
b.
C.

26. What sentence from the story is an opinion/ fact?

CI

a.

b.
C.

27. Which sentence best states the author's purpose for writing the story?
a.

b.
C.

28, Who might benefit most from reading this story?
a.
b.
c.

Short Answer
1. Show how the story shows the theme: _ _ _ . Include two details from the story

in your answer.
2. Any of these titles might be another title for the story:

L
2.

3.
Choose the title you think best fits the story. Use two details from the story to
support your choice.
3. In your own words, write a summary of the story. Include three main events from
the story in your summary.
4. Why does _ _ _ _.most likely ____? Include two details from the story
in your answer.

5. Based on the information in the story, what do you predict will most likely
happen if
? Include information from the story to support your
prediction.
6. What will _ _ _ _ _ _ do now that _ _ _ _ _? Support your prediction
with information from the story.

7. What do you think
will do the next time he/she meets _____? Use
information from the story to support your prediction.

8. According to the story, what are three steps, in order, that _ _ _ _ takes to
?

----

9. Any of these words could be used to describe
in the story. Choose
the word you think best describes
in the story: _ _, _ __
. Use two details from the story to support your choice.
10. What are two differences/similarities between---- and _ _ _ _?
Include information from the story in your answer.
11. Explain why _ _ _ _h.appened. Include two details from the story in your
answer.
12. The author's purpose for writing the story was to
the reader about
- - - - - - Use two details from the story that show how the author
the reader of

---

-----'

13. Any of these words might be used to identify the author's purpose for writing the
story. Choose the word that best describes the author's purpose for writing the
story: Entertain, Describe, Inform. Use two details from the story to support your
choice.
14. How might the story be useful to someone who wanted to learn about
_ _ _ _ _ _ _? Include two details from the story in your answer.

15. What do you think would be the best part of
? What do
you think would be the worst part? Include information from the story in your
answer.
16. How do - - - - feelings about----- compare to
feelings
about
? Include one detail from
and one detail from

17. The author of the story states, "
". Use two examples from the story
that
(demonstrate the idea from the story). Note: Use this stem for
linking two passages together.

Extended Response
1. What problem does
face? What are three steps he/she takes to solve
this problem? Include information from the story in your answer.

2. According to the story, describe how
feels about _ _ _ _. Use
three details from the story to support your answer.

3. What are two ways
is like
? Include information from
selection) and the (2nd selection) in your answer.
4. What are two ways
is different fuan
from (1st selection) and the (2nd selection) in your answer.

O''

? Include information

Non-Fiction Stem Questions
Multiple Choice

Cl

1. Which sentence states the most important idea in the selection?

a.
b.
C.

2. what is the most important idea of the selection?

a.
b.
c.
3. Which sentence best summarizes this selection?
a.
b.
C.

4. Based on information in the selection, what will most likely happen when _ _ _ _?
a.

b.
c.
5. Based on information in the selection, which sentence explains why _ _ _ _ _ _ is
most likely to
?

a.
b.
c.
6. Based on the information in the selection, predict what will most likely happen when
- - - - -?

a.
b.
C.

7. What is the meaning of the word/phrase, " _ _ _" in paragraph_ of the selection?

a.
b.
C.

8. What is the meaning of the word/phrase,"_ _ _" in the sentence,"_____"?
a.

b.
C.

9. What is the meaning of word/phrase," ____" in the _paragraph of the section
titled: "
"?

a.
b.
C.

10. According to the selection, which idea does the author of the selection discuss
first/last?

a.
b.
c.
11. According to (text feature), which statement is true?

a.

b.
C.

12. Which idea is included in the section under the heading, " _ _ _"?
a.

b.
C.

13. What is the purpose of (text feature)?

a.

b.
c.
14. Which sentence tells how _(two pieces of info in the selection)_ are alike/different?
a.

b.
c.
15. What is the main difference/similarity between (info from both selelctions)?

a.

b.
C.

16. How is - - - - from the two selections alike?
a.

b.
C.

17. How are the _ _ _ in the selection and _ _ _ _ in the selection different/similar?
a

b.
C.

18. Which sentence explains why (event) happened?

a.

b.
C.

19. According to the selection, what happens/happened when (action)?

a.
b.
C.

20. What is the author's purpose for writing this selection? (persuade, entertain, inform,
describe, explain, demonstrate)

a.
b.
C.

21. Which sentence from the selection is an opinion/fact?
a.

b.
C.

22. Who would find the information in the selection most useful?
a.

b.
C.

23. Based on the information in the selection, what would happen if _ _ _ _?

a.

b.
C.

Short Answer
1. Explain how the selection shows (major idea). Include two details from the selection in
your answer.
2. Any of these titles might be another title for the selection. Choose the title you think
best fits the selection:
l._ _ _ _ _ __

2.- - - - - - 3. _ _ _ _ _ _~
Use two details from the selection to support your choice.
3. In your own words, write a summary of the selection. Include three important ideas
from the selection in your summary.

•
,e"{

0

4. Based on the infonnation in the selection, predict what will most likely happen if
. Include infonnation fonn the selection to support your prediction.

----·

5. Based on infonnation in the selection, why did ____ most likely happen? Include
two details from the selection in your answer.

6. Any of these words could be used to describe (person/subject/event) in the selection.
Choose the word you think best describes (person/subject/event) in the selection.
1. (adjective)
2. (adjeGtive)
.
3. (adjective)
Use two details from the selection to support your choice.
7. According to the selection, what are three steps, in order, _ _ _ _ takes to (action)?
8. According to the (text feature), what are two ways that _ _ _ _? Include infonnation
from the selection in your answer.
9. Explain two ways that (text feature) helps you understand the selection. Include
infonnation from the selection in your answer.

erl

10. Any one of these headings might be used for the __paragraph/section. Choose the
heading that best fits the paragraph/section.
1. (heading)
2. (heading)
3. (heading)
Use two details from the selection to support your choice.
11. What are two similarities/differences between (two pieces of infonnation in the
selection)? Include infonnation from the selection in your answer.
12. The author of (the first selection of a pair) states that,"
". Use two examples
from (the second selection of a pair) that (demonstrate the idea in the statement).
13. How do author's/subject's feelings about
compare to the
author's/subject's feelings about
? Include one detail from the first selection and
one detail from the second selection in your answer.
14. Explain why (event) happened. Include two details from the selection in your answer.
15. What kinds of problems are associated with ____? Include one problem from
each selection in your answer.
16. The author's purpose for writing this selection was to (infonn about_ _/persuade the
reader to
. Use two details from the selection that show how he/she (infonns
about/persuades the reader to).

,··
G
'

__ \

17. Any of these words might be used to identify the author's purpose for writing the
selection. Choose the word that best describes the author's purpose for writing the
selection:
1. (verb)
2. (verb)
3. (verb)
Use two details from the selection to support your choice.
18. How might the selection be useful to someone who wanted to (do something related
rn the selection)'? Include two details from the selection in your answ(;)r.

Extended Response
1. According to the selection, how are _ _ _ _ and ____ alike/different? Include
two details from the selection in your answer.

2. What are two ways (character) is like/not like (character)? Include information from
the first selection and the second selection in your answer.
3. What problem does (character) face in the selection? What are three events that
happened as a result of the problem? Include information from the selection in your
answer.
4. What problem does (character) face in the selection? What are three events that
contributed to the resolution of the problem? Include information from the selection in
your answer.
5. The author's purpose for writing this selection was to (inform/persuade). Use four
details from the selection that show how he/she (informs/persuades).
6. How might the selection be useful to someone who wanted to ____? Include four
details from the selection in your answer.

(!
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Grade
Student
Parent
Handbook
Supporting Reading at
Home
6th
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Sunnydale Elementary School
15631 8th Avenue South
Burien, WA 98148
(206) 433-2382

Highline School District 401
Educate Every Student and Expect Excellence

Dear Students and Parents,
Welcome to the 61h Grade Students Parent Handbook! At Sunnydale Elementary we have
district and state standards defined for us, which give us frameworks for curriculum,
teaching strategies, assessments, and reporting. The district and state requirements are
defined by grade level. However, we know that just because students are of the same age
they will not be at the same stage of learning.
At Sunnydale we believe in teaching §llidents at the level that is appropriate for them and
designing programs to move them to where they need to be. Some students develop
skills and concepts at a faster or slower rate than their peers. Some students are well
beyond grade level standards, while others are approaching those standards. Students
develop a positive self-esteem when we teach developmentally and they develop skills
that build on each other rather than missing a step.
These reading continuums, developed by Dr. Bonnie Campbell, break reading down into
ten levels. All the skills are identified in a continuous progression. Teachers identify
where students are on the continuum and selects materials appropriate to each child's
needs. Teachers keep anecdotal records on each student to plan for the next skills a child
needs to learn. Students in a particular grade level maybe one to three stages apart. The
important point is they are learning what they need to learn next, and are given
instruction where they need it.
This booklet is exerted form the book, Developmental Continuums by Dr. Bonnie
Campbell Hill, 2001. It gives you the continuums; book lists by level, and suggestions
for home activities that will help your child develop as a reader.

Give Your Kids A Boost
Make This Year Count with Ideas That
Work
Year Round
•

Read to your children everyday. Kids who are read too usually become good readers.

•

Encourage children for the effort they put into schoolwork.

•

Read and cuss newspapers at home Gust a Sunday subscription will offer reading
material throughout the week).

•

Use the library regularly.

•

Provide a quiet, well-lit place for children to study at home.

•

Become knowledgeable about what is happening at school

•

Work on developing your child's interest in writing.

•

Monitor television viewing.

•

Help children build their vocabulary.

•

Have fun with kids.

(j
\

Portraits of Readers
In this selection you will find narratives that describe each developmental reading level.
Also included are characteristics ofreaders at each level and suggestions for motivating
them. I have provided typical book selections made by children at each level and
suggestions for alternative genres or types of texts to encourage for the future.
Please read each section carefully and find the developmental level that best matches
your child at this time.
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